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Experienced professional in troubleshooting, wiring, transmissions, and on highway 
trucks, with the ability to complete multiple tasks in a timely and complete manner. 
Responsible for evaluating, diagnosing, and repairing of all diesel and gasoline 
engines, as well as providing problem solving techniques, corrective action, and 
applying company policy. Knowledge of computer programs and equipment ensures 
the most effective use of manpower, production, and profitability.

EXPERIENCE

Auto Mechanic Supervisor
ABC Corporation - MAY 2006 – MAY 2008

 Makes repairs that can be accomplished by removing, replacing, 
adjusting, or cleaning defective parts or components.

 Replaced sensors, water pumps, spark plugs, brake shoes, mufflers, 
radiator caps, condensers, engine gaskets, a variety of belts and 
hoses, and complete assemblies.

 Adjust brakes, transmission linkages, engine idle, voltage and current 
control valves, sensing valves, expansion valves, and pressure 
regulator valves.

 Responsible to clean or replace filters, screens, battery cables and 
clamps, engine components, and heating and cooling devices.

 Service and check air conditioning systems including purging and 
recharging systems, flush radiators and replace anti-freeze solutions, 
and align front ends of cars and trucks by adjusting caster, camber, 
and setting toe-in.

 Receive work orders or oral instructions that indicate the nature of 
the repair or installation to be made.

 Responsible to locate worn or poorly adjusted parts through visual 
and auditory checks, and through the use of a small variety of test 
equipment such as but not limited to test lamps, timing lights, 
multimeters, tachometers, and dwell meters.

Auto Mechanic 
ABC Corporation - 2003 – 2006

 Responsibilities I worked on tires, cleaned up the shop, wiped and 
scrubbed down the tire machines, and helped pick the tires up and 
take them to storage

 Accomplishments I realized how important a job really is and how 
hard it is to actually stand up on your own two feet

 Skills Used I used strength, responsibility, and leadership
 I used these because I am a leader, I am VERY dedicated and 

motivated, I have a lot of people to prove wrong and I will do anything
to do it
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 Thank you for your consideration
 I really appreciate it
 Mikal Adams

EDUCATION

 High School Diploma in General Education - (Victor Valley High School - 
Victorville, CA)

SKILLS

Automotive skills, fork lift certified, customer service skills ,hard working, and willing 
to learn.
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